
SPECIAL FUNCTIONS

Dixell presents the new solution for optimized management of CO2 
condensing units. It is distinguished by a user-friendly and flexible 
platform that ensures high performance and easy implementation.
The system is highly regarded in compact units, which are always 
more common for the majority of retail installations around the world.

Condensing Unit

Controller for CO2 applications

The IPRC208D controller belongs to 
the iProRACK family, and is designed 
for the management of condensing 
units in transcritical CO2 applications. 

The XEV20D driver is the right 
solution for optimized management 
of stepper electronic expansion 
valves (up to 2). Combined with the 
IPRC208D, it controls high-pressure 
and bypass valves.

The VISOTOUCH touch screen 
display provides clear and detailed 
real-time information and a useful 
diagnostic tool; furthermore the 
schematic and envelope screens are 
quickly displayed.

Envelope management

Compressor guard through XWEB systems 

Diagnostic capabilities

Optimized performances combined with XWEB 
(CRO algorithm)

Easy configuration that cover different kind 
of condensing units

Advanced algorithm for energy saving 
and maintenance

Synchronization between condensing unit, 
cabinets and cold rooms
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APPLICATION SCHEME
Dixell’s new system provides optimum integration of all plant elements, resulting in maximum performance and energy savings.

XEV20D
Electronic expansion valve

IPRC208D
Condensing unit controller

VISOTOUCH
Touch screen display

XM600
Cabinet/room controller

Compressor guard
Against liquid returnsInverter

Flexible cooling request

RS485 ModBUS master
Compressor/fan management

Expansions
Great modularity

CO2 electronic system 
Energy efficiency

Wi-Fi
High connectivity

Envelope management
Compressor safety
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